JOIN THE BATTLE
BECOME A MEMBER TODAY

The Thomas More Law Center provides legal services at no charge, and relies solely on contributions from Christians and patriotic Americans. The Law Center is recognized by the IRS as a section 501(c)(3) organization – all contributions are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

Join or Donate online by visiting our website at: www.thomasmore.org

JOIN THE BATTLE
TO DEFEND AMERICA

BATTLE READY

AMERICA IN CRISIS

God banished.
Crosses and Christmas under attack.
The unborn child forsaken.
Christians silenced.
The homosexual agenda promoted.
Our National security weakened.

George Washington, in his Farewell Address to the Nation, proclaimed that “Religion and Morality” are indispensable supports to America’s political prosperity. Yet today, radical secularists have declared war on the Christian faith upon which this Nation was founded. Their goal is to cleanse America of her Christian heritage and values.

AMERICA’S CRISIS IS WIDESPREAD.

- Our public schools have been transformed into Left-Wing indoctrination centers that denigrate Christianity while promoting political correctness, the radical homosexual agenda, sexual immorality and abortion.
- Hollywood, the secular media, and universities promote an anti-Christian and radical secular worldview.
- Radical Muslims are waging a “stealth jihad” to destroy America from within.
- Our borders are intentionally left unprotected.
- Washington politicians sacrifice our national interests and military effectiveness for their own political and financial gain.
- Activist federal judges have assumed the power to decide every major issue facing America, and ignore our written Constitution to advance their own ideology.

In this time of crisis, one thing is certain: the Thomas More Law Center is on the frontlines of the Culture War and is Battle Ready to Defend America.

Fighting in courtrooms throughout our land, the Thomas More Law Center is the nation’s leading nonprofit public interest legal advocacy organization promoting and defending America’s Christian heritage and values, and preserving a strong, free, and sovereign United States of America.

“The Thomas More Law Center is the antidote to the ACLU.”
— Bill O’Reilly, The O’Reilly Factor
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RESTORING FAMILY VALUES

Traditional marriage and family are under attack by Hollywood, the secular media, and radical homosexual groups who demand the legalization of same-sex marriages. These attacks often take the form of litigation to advance their goals. Although voters overwhelmingly support traditional marriage and defeat attempts to legalize same-sex marriages whenever the question is on the ballot, politicians often cave-in to backroom pressure from homosexual lobbyists and vote to legalize same-sex marriages.

The Thomas More Law Center affirms that the traditional family is a sacred and basic unit of our society. Our lawyers are committed to protecting the true family and promoting public morality.

CONFRONTING THE INTERNAL THREAT OF ISLAM

Radical Muslims and Islamic organizations in America take advantage of our legal system and are waging a “Stealth Jihad” within our borders. Their aim is to transform America into an Islamic nation. They have already infiltrated the highest levels of our government, the media, our military, both major political parties, public schools, universities, financial institutions and the cultural elite. Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, political leaders still claim “Islam is a religion of peace.” Our national leaders refuse to identify Radical Islam as the enemy. Political correctness has paralyzed our government’s ability to deal with these threats. That is why the Thomas More Law Center has been at the forefront of legal battle against this internal threat.

DEFENDING NATIONAL SECURITY

The Thomas More Law Center supports America’s First Military Principles of Virtue, Honor, Patriotism and Subordination, established by John Adams in 1775. The U.S. military is the most effective fighting force in the history of the world, and it is the only institution Americans can depend on to defend our Nation and our Constitution.

The Law Center opposes any attempt to downsize, degrade or dismantle the combat effectiveness of our Armed Forces. The Law Center successfully defended Marine Lt. Col. Jeffrey Chessani after he was made a political scapegoat to appease the antiwar movement in the so-called 2005 “Haditha Massacre” prosecution.

The Law Center opposes the Defense Department’s actions to homosexualize our military and to dilute and destroy its core values and standards of exemplary conduct. Furthermore, the Law Center opposes politically motivated Rules of Engagement (ROE) that place our troops in unnecessary danger.

The Law Center believes that proposed defense cuts and a weak foreign policy undermine our national defense. The Law Center opposes the release of nuclear arsenal quantities, the cancellation of missile defense systems, and the shrinking of our Navy to fewer than 280 ships—the smallest fleet since World War I.

The Law Center opposes any attempt to surrender our national sovereignty to the United Nations or any other international organization. In addition, the Law Center supports the right of States to protect their borders against the massive invasion of illegal immigrants.
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